Wymo Wheelchair Cover Instructions

**STEPS:**

**To Load the Wheelchair with Cover**

- Transfer from the wheelchair into the driver’s seat, fold the wheelchair, rotate the wheelchair onto its handles
- Place the weather cover over the chair, with the rectangular window facing towards you
- Ensure that the cover is over the bottom section of the wheelchair (you can pull the cover down as you raise the wheelchair)
- **Press** down on the switch box until the hook can be correctly attached to the wheelchair through the rectangular window
- **Attach** hook in the correct way, raise the wheelchair/cover
- When the wheels are at eye level, zip up the cover
- At this point (eye level) attach the locking strap (this may need adjustment)
- Continue to raise the hoist so locking strap tensions, and the wheelchair/cover is completely loaded

**To Unload the Wheelchair with Cover**

- **Press** down on the switch unit, when the bottom of the wheelchair/cover is at eye level, **unhook** the locking strap and unzip the cover
- **Move** the cover up a little bit so when the wheelchair/cover lands on the ground the wheelchair is not sitting on the cover
- Land the wheelchair/cover, **remove** hook through rectangular window
- **Retract** hook until the pivot arm is returned to its original position
- **Remove** the weather cover, rotate the wheelchair onto its front wheels
- **Unfold** wheelchair and transfer
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